Numerical simulation of grassland fires behavior using an implicit physical multiphase model. Fire Safety Journal, Elsevier, 2018Elsevier, , 102, pp.37-47. 10.1016Elsevier, /j.firesaf.2018 Accepted Manuscript This is a PDF file of an unedited manuscript that has been accepted for publication. As a service to our customers we are providing this early version of the manuscript. The manuscript will undergo copyediting, typesetting, and review of the resulting proof before it is published in its final form. Please note that during the production process errors may be discovered which could affect the content, and all legal disclaimers that apply to the journal pertain. This study reports 3D numerical simulations of the ignition and the propagation of 13 grassland fires. The mathematical model is based on a multiphase formulation and on a 14 homogenization approach that consists in averaging the conservation equations (mass, 15 momentum, energy …) governing the evolution of variables representing the state of the 16 vegetation/atmosphere system, inside a control volume containing both the solid-17 vegetation phase and the surrounding gaseous phase. This preliminary operation results 18 in the introduction of source/sink additional terms representing the interaction between 19 the gaseous phase and the solid-fuel particles. This study was conducted at large scale in 20 grassland because it represents the scale at which the behavior of the fire front presents 21 most similarities with full scale wildfires and also because of the existence of a large 22 number of relatively well controlled experiments performed in Australia and in the 23 United States. The simulations were performed for a tall grass, on a flat terrain, and for 24 six values of the 10-m open wind speed ranged between 1 and 12 m/s. The results are in 25 fairly good agreement with experimental data, with the predictions of operational 26 empirical and semi-empirical models, such as the McArthur model (MK5) in Australia and 27 the Rothermel model (BEHAVE) in USA, as well as with the predictions of other fully 3D 28 physical fire models (FIRETEC and WFDS). The comparison with the literature was 29 mainly based on the estimation of the rate of fire spread (ROS) and of the fire intensity, 30 as well as on the analysis of the fire-front shape. 31 32
Introduction
35 Wildfire can be considered as a natural disaster or a necessary perturbation in the life of 36 an ecosystem, depending on the place where this event occurs and on its intensity. The 37 frontier between these two points of view depends strongly on the impact of this event 38 on the environment and the economy, as well as on the management and the land use 39 between natural and urban areas [1] . The ecologists often consider that the existence of 40 low intense fires in natural areas (such as the national parks) is necessary to maintain 41 locally the biodiversity, whereas many citizens can consider them as an unsupportable 42 degradation of the environment, assimilated here as a recreation area. The fire regime, 43 defined by integrating a set of characteristic parameters of fires (patterns, intensity, and 44 frequency) for which an ecosystem presents an optimum resilience, is a good indicator of 45 the level of perturbation caused by external factors such as climate changes or the level 122 The model consists of two parts that are solved on two distinct grids. The first part 123 consists of the equations of a reacting turbulent flow in the gaseous phase composed as a 124 mixture of fresh air with the gaseous products resulting from the degradation of the solid 125 phase (by drying, pyrolysis, and heterogeneous combustion) and the homogeneous 126 combustion in the flaming zone. The second part consists of the equations governing the 127 state and the composition of the solid phase subjected to an intense heat flux coming from 128 the flaming zone.
129 Solving the gaseous phase model consists in the resolution of conservation equations of 130 mass, momentum, energy (in enthalpy formulation), and chemical species (O 2 , N 2 , CO, 131 CO 2 , and H 2 O) filtered using an unsteady RANS approach (TRANS) with Favre average 132 formulation [31] . The closure of the averaged conservation equations are based on the 133 concept of eddy viscosity [32] obtained from an evaluation of the turbulent kinetic energy 134 k and its dissipation rate . A high Reynolds number version of a two-equation statistical 135 turbulence model (k-) is used with the RNG formalism [33, 34] . The temperature 136 dependence of the gas-mixture enthalpy is based on CHEMKIN thermodynamic tables 137 [35] . A combustion model based on Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) [32, 36] is used to 138 evaluate the combustion rate occurring in the gaseous phase. Finally, because radiation 139 heat transfer (mainly due to the presence of soot particles in the flame) plays an 140 important role for the propagation of the fire front, the field of soot volume-fraction in 141 the gas mixture is calculated by solving a transport equation [37, 38] including a 142 thermophoretic contribution in the convective term and taking into consideration soot 143 oxidation [39] .
144 Concerning the solid phase model, during the thermal degradation, the composition of 145 the solid fuel particles representing the vegetation is represented as a mixture of dry 146 material (generic term for a mixing of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin), charcoal, 147 moisture, and residual ashes. For each solid particle, the model consists in solving the 148 equations governing the time evolutions of the mass fractions of water, of dry material, 149 of charcoal, as well as of the total mass of the solid particle, its volume fraction and its 150 temperature (the model does not assume a thermodynamics equilibrium between the gas 151 mixture and solid fuel particles). The degradation of the vegetation is governed by three 152 temperature-dependent mechanisms: drying, pyrolysis, and charcoal combustion. The 153 pyrolysis process starts once the drying process is completed and charcoal combustion 154 starts once the pyrolysis process is achieved. The constants of the model associated with 155 the charcoal combustion (activation energy and pre-exponential factor) are evaluated 156 empirically from a thermal analysis conducted on various solid fuels samples [13, 40] .
157
The interaction between the gaseous phase and the solid one is taken into account 158 through coupling terms that appear in both parts of the model. The coupling in the 159 momentum and turbulence equations is obtained by adding aerodynamic drag terms. 160 These terms (both source and sink) are proportional to V (for turbulence destruction), to 161 V 2 (for the momentum equation), and to V 3 (for turbulence production), where V is the 162 local average of the velocity magnitude [30] , and include a drag coefficient (evaluated 163 empirically) multiplied by a reference surface, defined here as the Leaf Area Density 164 (LAD). Heat transfer between the gas mixture and the solid fuel is based on empirical 165 correlations for convective transfer coefficient [40] , and on the resolution of the radiative 166 transfer equation [41] that accounts for the presence of soot in the flaming zone and for 167 the presence of hot particles in the vegetation layer (embers) [13] . Finally, mass transfer 168 from the solid phase to the gaseous phase is represented by adding source/sink terms in 169 the mass conservation equations of both phases.
170 The balance equations in the gaseous phase are solved numerically using a fully implicit 171 finite volume method in a segregated formulation [42] . "FireStar3D" model predicts 172 turbulent reacting flows in rectangular domains using a structured but non-uniform 173 staggered mesh. Time discretization relies on a third order Euler scheme with variable 174 time stepping strategy. To ensure numerical stability, space discretization is based on 175 second order schemes with flux limiters (QUICK scheme [43, 44] ) for convective terms 176 while diffusion terms are approached by central difference approximation with deferred 177 corrections [45] to maintain the second order accuracy in space. The Radiative Transport 178 Equation (RTE) is solved using a Discrete Ordinate Method (DOM), consisting in solving 179 the radiation-intensity equation in a finite number of directions [46] . The radiative 180 transfer equation accounts for gas-soot mixture absorption of radiative intensity 181 depending on the amounts of combustion products (CO 2 and H 2 O), on the gas mixture 182 temperature, and of the soot volume fraction [47] . This set of discrete contributions is 183 then integrated using a numerical Gaussian quadrature rule (a S8 method is used) for the 184 calculation of the total irradiance. The set of ordinary differential equations describing 185 the time evolution of solid-fuel state (mass, temperature, and composition) are solved 186 separately using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. From implementation point of view, 187 the computation code is parallelized [48] and optimized [49] using OpenMP directives 188 (operational on shared memory platforms and on Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors). Finally, 229 and the dynamic viscosity of gas mixture. The center of any cell adjacent to the bottom 230 wall must have a dimensionless distance to the wall that satisfies the constraint 231 11.5 < z + < 500 [44] (i.e. the cell center lies within the fully turbulent zone), and this 232 during the entire simulation time.
233
(1 At time t = 10 s, the burner was activated along an ignition line, extends over w = 50 m of 255 length and 2 m of wide, as shown in Fig. 1 . Fire was set by injecting CO gas at 1600 K in 256 the burning zone from the bottom boundary of the domain. At time t = 10 s, the average 257 velocity V inj of CO was maximum (equal to 0.1 m/s), and then it was decreased linearly 258 with the consumed mass of solid-fuel according to equation (2). This procedure avoided 259 destabilizing the flame front by abruptly ceasing the CO injection and avoided any 260 excessive external energy input. 
Numerical Results

284
This numerical study focuses on fire spread through a grassland whose vegetation 285 structure is quite homogeneous (see Fig. 4 shows a top view of the propagation of a grassland fire 309 uniformly ignited at time t = 10 s (in a 2 m-wide and 50 m-long strip). Time t = 35 s 310 corresponds to end of ignition, unless the velocity of CO injection given by Eq. 1 had 311 reached zero before that time. The pyrolysis front used to evaluate the ROS can be clearly 312 seen on the mass fraction of the dry material. The results show: (i) the lateral fire spread 313 in addition to the propagation in the wind direction, (ii) the ripple effect on the sides of 314 the vegetation layer (visible at t = 55 s and t = 75 s) when the pyrolysis front reaches 315 these boundaries, and this effect becomes more visible with time (with more developed 316 ripples), (iii) the remote heating effect due to radiation, which is responsible for the 317 drying of the fuel prior to arrival of the fire front, and (iv) the presence of some charcoal 318 downstream the ignition line that continues burning behind the fire front due to the 319 screening effect of CO injection that prevents the combustion of a part of charcoal 320 downstream the ignition line. With time, we notice that the fire front loses gradually its 321 parabolic shape and its forward-propagation speed becomes more important at the 322 lateral sides than at the central part of the fire front. However, the leading point of the 323 fire front remains nevertheless at the central part during the entire simulation. This effect 324 is not only inherent to the ignition method but also to the ratio between the length of the 325 ignition line and the lateral extent of the vegetation cover. Decreasing significantly this 326 ratio should reduce this effect or might suppress it completely. Figure 5 is the counterpart 327 of Fig. 4 using the non-uniform ignition mode. The idea is to represent the ignition 328 method of experience C064, and more generally that of the Australian experimental 329 campaign, where fire is set by two persons using a torch starting at the middle of the 330 ignition line and walking in opposite direction at the speed of 1 m/s. Testing this ignition 331 mode was motivated by the investigation of the parabolic shape of the fire front observed 332 experimentally, as shown by Fig. 3 and as confirmed by other experiments, despite the 333 observed loss of symmetry due to a change in the wind direction [28] . Other numerical 334 simulations obtained using the same kind of fire physical model, have exhibited similar 335 behavior, i.e. by igniting fire instantaneously along a sufficiently long width, the fire front 336 keep a nearly linear shape (slightly incurved toward the back) in its central part [15] . A 337 nearly parabolic front shape could only be reproduced numerically, if the ignition was 338 restricted to a quite small line (less than 10m) or using a dynamical ignition procedure 339 as in this study. Figure 5 shows in this case that the pyrolysis front is qualitatively more 340 consistent with the experimental observations. It seems however that the ROS value 341 (evaluated from the trajectory of the heading fire) is not significantly affected by the 342 ignition method. This was certainly due to the fact that the initial width of the ignition 343 line (50 m) was sufficiently long to not affect much the magnitude of the rate of spread. 344 Experimental investigations have shown that above an ignition line equal to 50 m the rate 345 of spread of the head fire was nearly equal to the theoretical value observed for an 346 infinitively long fire front [28] . We can notice on both simulations, that the lateral 347 expansion of the fire front (flank fire) was correctly reproduced, this is a good indicator 348 of the quality of the model part in charge of the radiation heat transfer between the flame 349 and the vegetation. This behavior was also correctly reproduced by simulations 350 performed using WFDS, whereas it was underlined as one of the major point to improve 351 in FIRETEC [16, 53] . Figure 6 shows vertical profiles of primary variables at a duly chosen 352 location corresponding approximately to the furthermost point of the fire front in Fig. 5 353 (at t = 35 s). The figure highlights the appropriate mesh resolution for the evaluation of 354 the resolved-variables gradients and the production of the turbulent kinetic energy at the 355 surface of the fuel bed. To illustrate the remote heating effect mentioned earlier, figure 7 356 shows that the solid-fuel temperature at the fuel-bed surface exceeds that of the gas 357 mixture ahead of the fire front (located from the mass fraction of dry material). This 358 means that the increase of the solid-fuel temperature is not the result convection heat 359 transfer from the gas mixture. Consequently and as mentioned before, this remote 360 heating can only be imputed to radiative heat transfer from the flaming zone, resulting in 361 the water content loss observed ahead of the fire front in Fig. 7 . Fig. 9 . It is obvious that for a small value of the wind 411 speed (U 10 = 1 m/s), the flame plumes rise is not noticeably affected by the action of the 412 cross wind. In this case the fire front can be assimilated to an obstacle, and the air flow is 413 deflected vertically by the plume. On the other hand, Fig. 9 shows how larger value of 414 wind speed (U 10 = 10 m/s) affects more significantly the rise of the flame plumes by 415 crossing the fire front and pushing the hot gases toward the unburned vegetation. We can 416 also notice that the wind speed increases significantly the depth of the fire front.
436 the inlet air flow to cross the fire front. For this interaction between the fire and the flow 437 to be possible, the fire front must be structured vertically in peaks and troughs [54] . The 438 reproduction of this configuration is not possible in 2D, because in 2D the fire front 439 represents a uniform thermal barrier. This justifies the interest in analyzing the behavior 440 of the fire using 3D simulations, even if much greater computational resources are 441 required in this case. The interaction between the flames and the flow structures greatly 442 affects heat transfer ahead of the fire front and, consequently fire propagation; this is 443 clearly illustrated by Fig. 11 . We notice that in the case of a ''plume dominated fire'' (U = 444 1 m/s), radiative heat transfer prevails ahead of the fire front, indeed the temperature of 445 the solid-fuel at the fuel-bed surface exceeds everywhere that of the gas mixture, and this 446 temperature difference decreases uniformly with the distance from the flaming zone. In 447 return, in the case of a ''wind-driven fire'' (U = 10 m/s), the fluctuations of this 448 temperature difference about zero is a clear signature of a prevailing convection heat 449 transfer between the gas mixture and the fuel bed. 474 where u i is the velocity component in direction x i . In addition of showing the three-475 dimensional nature of the flow, this figure highlights the flow structures present during 476 a grassland fire. This figure clearly shows that the assumption of a homogeneous plane 477 made for the fire front in the radiant panel theory is not valid, the fire front is structured 478 as a succession of peaks and troughs allowing for the air flow to find a way across it [54] . 479 This heterogeneity of the flame and the flow structure along the transverse direction, 480 which is a great demonstration of 3D effects in a fire, affects a lot the propagation of the 481 fire, as it has been clearly demonstrated experimentally at small scale [56] and 482 numerically at larger scale [57] . The main effect is that, when the wind flow is able to 483 cross the fire front, recirculating zones are formed at the back of the fire front, which 484 redresses the flame and affects significantly the heat transfer between the flame and the 485 vegetation and therefore the rate of spread. This effect is only visible above a certain 486 threshold value of the wind speed. Being able to capture these flow details using an 487 unsteady RANS approach is due to a relatively fine mesh resolution matching the 488 extinction length scale (4/) characterizing the absorption of the radiation inside the 508 along the line y = 70 m, z = ). Since the ignition procedure was initiated from the center 509 to the sides, the head fire was always located in the median plane. Therefore this value 510 can be considered to the same value of the rate of spread of the head fire, where the ROS 511 reached its maximum value. 512 513 514 Figure 13 . Rate of fire spread (ROS) through a uniform grassland obtained for different 515 10-m open wind speeds. The results of this study (FireStar3D) are compared to the 516 results obtained experimentally (Cheney et al 1993 (Cheney et al , 1995 (Cheney et al , 1998 Fig. 13 , 557 were obtained with a plot 50 m long, with a consequence that the ROS seems to saturate 558 above a certain value of the wind speed (8 m/s). On the other hand, FireStar2D that 559 assumes a straight and infinite pyrolysis front better predicts the ROS at high wind speeds 560 (10 m/s and 12 m/s). In return, 2D models fail to account for the aerodynamic drag on 561 the lateral border of the fire front that is primarily responsible for its curvature, which 562 results in the overestimation of the ROS at low to moderate wind speeds. Both for the 563 empirical model (MK5) and semi-empirical one (BEHAVE), the experimental fires that 564 helped elaborating them could not be carried out properly for wind speeds exceeding the 565 threshold value of 7-8 m/s [10], leading to an underestimation of the ROS by these models 566 at high wind speeds. We can explain the discrepancies between MK5, BEHAVE and field 567 measurements by the fact that for safety reasons the experiments carried out to elaborate 568 the MK5 model cannot be conducted under strong wind conditions, whereas for BEHAVE 569 model there is a real scaling problem in extrapolating experimental data collected at 570 small scale in a wind-tunnel to fires at large scale such as in grassland. 
594
The fireline intensity can be estimated numerically by dividing the average value of the 595 heat release rate reached when the fire was fully developed (HRR  ) by the width w of the 596 plot (100 m) according to Eq. 6.
(6) w HRR I
  598 Using the fire line intensity calculated from Eq. 6, it is then possible to evaluate Byram's 599 convective number N C defined as the ratio between the buoyancy force and the inertial 600 force due to the wind [59] and given by Eq. 7, where g is the acceleration of gravity (9.81 601 m/s 2 ) , and   (1.171 kg/m 3 ) and C P0 (1010 J/kg.K)) are the density and the specific heat 602 of ambient air at temperature T 0 = 300 K.
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